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THESE ARE THE FINEST
SPORT LOCKERS
MADE TODAY

HSL-OO Open Front Gear Lockers
Our complete line-up of open-front
gear lockers are specifically
engineered for High School,
Collegiate and Professional team
organizations who demand high
performance equipment storage
solutions.
These lockers feature
our unique Unibody
Design which provides
unsurpassed strength
and durability.

Underside of Foot Locker
Seat is reinforced to support
today's athlete.
Security-Plus™
ventilated
front panel

Base model offers
upper hat shelf and
coat hooks
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Shown with optional
12” wide security box,
stainless steel coat
rod and foot
locker/seat
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Our all-welded Open Front Gear lockers are
designed to accommodate a wide variety of
equipment and apparel while allowing
maximum ventilation.
Our base model includes one upper hat shelf with a compliment of coat hooks.
You can add a choice from three upper security compartments for personal
storage: a small wallet security box, a 12” wide side hinged security box or the
full width top hinged security compartment.
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In the lower area, you can add a shelf/seat or opt for the foot locker/seat for a
lockable equipment storage area. You can finish off your sport locker with our
optional stainless steel coat rod.
Open Front Gear lockers feature our all-welded Unibody design which provides
two front frame channels between sides of multiple column units and integral
sides which are diamond perforated for ventilation.

Open Front lockers are
engineered to last the
lifetime of your
facility, we guarantee it.

Shown with optional
wallet security box and
stainless steel coat rod

Shown with optional
full-width security
compartment, and stainless
steel coat rod,
and lower seat/shelf.
Door includes
Security-Plus™
ventilation.

LOCKER Sizes:
Widths  12", 15", 18", 24", 30", 33” and 36"
Depths  12", 16", 18", 22"
Column Heights  60", 72", 84"
Note:  Lockers will ship in multiple column units up to
60" wide to meet individual job site conditions.

Optional
stainless steel
coat rod
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